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Dean Search Goes External

By Bill Wiener

Because of President Rizzini's decision to hold a nation-wide search for a Dean of students, Vice-President McKenna is currently working on organizing a committee.

Although there has been no definite announcement as to who will be on the committee, it is known that it will include Administration, Faculty, and students.

The Committee is being formed due to Rizzini's decision not to choose any of the internal candidates for Dean of Students, but instead opt for an external search. Rizzini announced his decision at an Open Meeting on February 22.

The five internal candidates for the position were current Acting Dean, William O'Connell, Joe Neuschatz, Paul Langello, Guy McCann, and Scott Hartlby.

O'Connell will continue to serve as Acting Dean until a permanent one is chosen. Also announced by Rizzini at the Open Meeting was that O'Connell had been appointed to the position of Director of Student Services.

O'Connell's areas of responsibility as Director of Student Services will include athletics, both men's and women's; Health care; security; and student social programs.

At the meeting, Rizzini explained that none of the internal candidates had been chosen because, "no candidate of the five received a wide enough basis of support, no matter what criteria was perceived by administration, faculty, staff or students."

Carlos Tosta Wins Vacant Senate Seat

By Lynda Parker

Winning with 41 percent of the vote, Bob Wolff 18 percent and Gretchen Ebbel 24 percent.

In an interview, Carlos shared his feelings, "I feel very good about the election. I thought it was between Gretchen and I, but at the last minute I guess I just pulled a better campaign. I think what was key to the win to, he said, "I think everybody individually really helped. I made them ask me what they expected from me."

About the running of the election itself Carlos thought the voting booth was not visible enough and the two directors of the voting days probably confused a lot of students. Carlos thought for small turn out.

In his platform paper Carlos listed many goals he would plan to accomplish as a senator. Among those was equality and justice for all students, make the life at RWC good enough to be an example for other places and to strive for the best education possible for the students.

"Now that he is a member of the Senate Carlos has a few more goals to add to that list. He would like to see some changes in the present food program. He feels students should have a choice between breakfast and lunch.

"Also, even though it might be a minute point, he would like to see pencil sharpeners in the classrooms.

"Carlos said, "I'm glad I came in during the middle of the year, because during this contest - open to students, faculty, staff and administration, in suggest a name for the apartment complex," Rizzini said.

A committee of faculty, students and administration will choose the winning suggestion with a $100 cash prize awarded.

"The process for determining who will live at the apartment complex is still being developed. "I think it may be understood though," Mr. Rizzini said, "that the students who will live there will be responsible, mature adults." Rizzini said that apartment living for students is one of the newest trends in college housing. "Many colleges are building apartments on campuses or, as Roger Williams is, purchasing apartments near their college campus."

"The apartment complex Roger Williams College has acquired," Rizzini added, "provides many special features like a swimming pool, sauna room, tennis courts, recreation area and a weight lifting and exercise room." The apartments will be furnished by the college and will include a stove, refrigerator and dishwasher as well as other furnishings. Laundry facilities are also available at the complex. "Students will also be placed in the complex town house units," President Rizzini said, "where we envision two students to a bedroom, so four students would occupy a town house.

"The apartment concept of residential living for Roger Williams College will be a new one but one the continued on page 2

Rizzini Calls Almeida An "Important Step"

"The College's purchase of the Almeida Court Apartment represents an "important step" forward for us," Roger Williams College President William H. Rizzini said this week. "This apartment complex will enable Roger Williams to provide a new residential-life environment for a special group of students who have shown they want and can adapt to apartment-style living," he said.

The apartment complex will also enable Roger Williams College to maintain its current enrollment and have all boarding on the Bristol side of the Bay," the President said.

"I'm very enthusiastic about this new alternative we will be offering our currently enrolled students," Mr. Rizzini said.

"Planning for College use of these apartments is the daily function of many members of the College community. "We are currently studying the proposed living costs for students who have shown a desire to live at the complex. In addition, we are announcing today a contest - open to students, faculty, staff and administration, in suggest a name for the apartment complex," Rizzini said. A committee of faculty, students and administration will choose the winning suggestion with a $100 cash prize awarded.
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RWC Students Learning How to Practice the TM Technique

By Stephen A.J. Bradfute

Recently, 20 RWC students have learned and are practicing the Transcendental Meditation (TM) technique. Every day, twice a day, these students and others sit quietly with their eyes closed for about 20 minutes. Scientific research at Harvard and other institutions have indicated that these students are allowing themselves to experience a unique physiological and psychological state, one of many positive and profound implications for student life—or the life of any human being.

What is particularly significant about the students at RWC is that they are not only taking part in a unit credit course on the science of the TM technique, but they are participating in a large research project with many interesting dimensions. The current study is testing several physiological and psychological variables which have yet been fully investigated by other researchers who have studied the effects of the TM technique. Thus the RWC project stands as unique in both its scope and activity.

Heath Service is Vital Part

When trying to decide how to begin this article I began to reflect on my own college days, and I can recall whether the school I attended had a health service and, if so, why hadn't I heard about it being used? The fact that I was a nursing major may have kept me more aware of the school's own health care facility was a good indication that the campus was fairly concerned about health. We need to meet the needs of the college community.

During the past decade the profession of nursing has been involved in a critical process of change and growth. A faculty such as a college health service is just one of the many areas to profit from such growth. The role of health professionals are varied with the treatment of illness, but we are just as concerned about the prevention of illness, the maintenance of good health and other health indications.

While the purpose of the RWC Health Service is to provide services to the entire college community we are aware of the unique role the nursing student is taking on. We provide a wide variety of services which include:

1. Treatment for minor illness
2. Tooth carvates
3. Care of communicable diseases
4. Bi-weekly family planning clinic
5. Blood pressure checks
6. Weight loss and maintenance program
7. Allergy injections
8. Insurance information
9. Continuation of health education - private and group
10. Brochures and pamphlets
11. Referrals
12. Information about services provided by community agencies

The Family Planning Clinic is the latest addition to our list of services. Those interested in the special services offered to women. Those needs include annual PAP tests, pregnancy counseling and birth control counseling. In the future, it is necessary to see these types of aptitude clinics or private physicians offices. Under the direction of Nurse Cindi we are pleased to initiate our bi-weekly clinic last September. The clinic is run by Dolores Norton, A Family Planning Nurse Practitioner from Brown University. Dolores's special skills and knowledge and her calm, reassuring manner have proved a valuable and enthusiastic response. Appointment to see her can be made through Health Services.

Backgoundkorn Tournament

Mike Tomasson was the winner of the International Men's 1st Backgoundkorn Tournament, held on February 28. His prize was a new backgoundkorn set. Coming in second was Serhiy Aldarosan, and Jane Rock placed third.

The International Club has announced that another tournament will be held on March 13. They also wish to publicize thanks Budkeiser for sponsoring the event.

The winners of the raffle held at the tournament were 1) Laurette Pettiigrino; 2) Diane Adelono; 3) B. Maral Adibi; 4) Madih Khosn Vani; 5) Abrilore Fanaye; 6) Doug Peg; 7) Frank Charles; 8) Tyrone Mhari; 9) Faroksh Mazydeyan; 10) Karen Bloom; 11) Lise Trottier; 12) Dee Dee Ligot; 13) Steve Fue; 14) Jack DeFelice; 15) Marylou DeFelice, and 16) Butch Newman.

One of the other immediate effects of the TM project is that is has provided a unique and ex-tremely valuable service for students who have become involved in the practice of the TM technique. Advanced lectures and meetings are now being held for the interested TM technique practitioners. In the future, Dr. Jonathan Shear, professor of philosophy at Maharishi University will visit RWC later this month to speak to the students about SCI and its relation to the great philosophers of the west. In all, it would appear that the TM project is providing a significant portion of the college community with a wonderful educational experience. This experience would appear to hold great value for the students long after they have graduated.
Rizzini Speaks On His Job, College Students, and Cooking Stuffed Peppers

By Jane Scott

After six official months in office, President William Rizzini held a job, which he says, "I've never been busier in my life!" During these past months Rizzini has accomplished many things and taken part in many activities that are usually pegged to him. "I've never been more active in community projects and with the town of Bristol," in his office, he says. "The phone is going off all the time. I find that because I am so busy I never see enough of anyone in this job. It's easy to lose contact with people on a day-to-day basis. I'd really like to be closer to the students. That's why our policy here will always be that our door is open to students, faculty and administration, in that order.

Of students today in general as compared to those of 25 years ago when Rizzini was in college—he says, "Students today are brighter, much more caring about their environment, college and futures. But of course it was a different age, you have to understand that. We were known as the 'do-nothing' generation. We went through school with blind hopes we would end up in a career related to our major." He went on to say, "Life was secure then. Now there's lots of insecurity, and the students are aware of it and acting on it. For instance, we would not have even thought, let alone expressed a desire, to be involved in the administration. But today that's all changed, there's a lot more involvement now. We, administration, students and faculty, all seem to be working together now as a team.

As for the man himself, even though his mannerisms reveal a few ruffled feathers, he is very involved and energetic about his work. His secretary, Barbara Franklin, says of Rizzini, "He's very honest and wants everyone to know what's going on. It's a tough job, certainly not the easiest thing in the world. He works extremely hard, never lets down.

"From her point of view, Mrs. Franklin says, "Every secretary sees a side of the person they work for that others don't, especially of the top man. No matter how much he's criticized, the secretary understands the why, and how."

Don't Give Up Six Week Lenten Series

The Chaplain's Department cordially invites you to attend the six week Lenten Series to be held in the Common Lounge Chapel's Office in Dominy R. Tower II on the Falcon Campus, on Thursday afternoons between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. The purpose of the series is to explore how the Gospel of Christ governs and influences Christian men and women in their daily life and work.

The roster of guest speakers provides a unique cross section of vocations and professions:

March 8 - Marguerite Garraty; the wife of our distinguished governor and advisor, church worker,
March 15 - Dr. Robert Arruda; the Chairman of the Department of Romance Languages at Bridgewater State University, a visiting Professor at Brown University, and a resident of Bristol.
March 22 - Ade Bethune; an internationally known artist, architect, and Church Designer; famous for her work on various Liturgical Committees for the Roman Catholic Church.
March 29 - Steve and Sheila Burke; Steve is the Director of Catholic Social Services for the Diocese of Providence.
April 5 - Dennis E. Mark; the Senior Vice President and Treasurer of the Old Stone Bank, and Chairman of the Finance Committee of the Episcopal Diocese of Rhode Island.

THE DIFFERENT COLLEGE RINGS
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It’s not very easy being a good student, and it’s even harder when you have to hold a full-time job.

You just imagine, then, how tough it would be to hold a full-time job at the college you go to. No, not just any university could do that—it would take someone special. That someone special is Carol Lange—she’s in many ways unique.

First of all, Carol is a full-time student at RWC. She is a Law major, and hopes someday to go to school full-time, perhaps, to even become a lawyer. Watch out, Bar Association.

Secondly, Carol is a full-time employee of RWC. She is the secretary in the Social Science Division, and can be seen frequently at her desk, typing away on a professor’s test, or digging through her files in search of a missing paper. Her constant smile keeps the whole Division alight with good cheer, and her enormous skill and unfailing devotion keep that complacent operation running smoothly. The people who have to work with her have only good things to say about her work and her sequences.

But that is not all that Carol does. Oh no. Just last Jack Horner, she has got her fingers in quite a few pies.

Using her seemingly inbred accounting skill, Carol is also the Business Manager of the school newspaper, the Quill. It was her careless efficiency and tireless work that dragged the Quill out of the quagmire of bad debts and poor financial management that it had wallowed in the past. Carol kept a close eye on the incoming and outgoing cash, and somehow managed to keep it balanced. Oh no, you’ll never catch Carol signing just any check!

Carol was also the Quill Advertising Manager for the Fall Semester. She did that job so well, the Quill staff was so happy that she would suddenly decide to go into business for herself, that they had to warn her about that any longer.

Carol’s efforts on behalf of the Quill have won her the friendship and respect of the entire Quill staff. They only wish they could repay her for her work, perhaps with aUBAUS of their own. Oh no, they have to worry about that any longer.

Carol’s efforts on behalf of the Quill have won her the friendship and respect of the entire Quill staff. They only wish they could repay her for her work, perhaps with aUBAUS of their own. Oh no, they have to worry about that any longer.
Editorially Speaking

A Step Forward

The Colleges’ recent acquisition of the Almeida Courts Apartment Complex is “a step forward for us” President Rizzini said recently. We agree with Rizzini’s assessment, for a number of reasons.

In purely monetary terms, Almeida will save the college money, as it is not now occupied with building on campus; nearly two million dollars that can now be used for other things the college will need in the future. The possibility that the college will be able to purchase these apartments with HUD money in the future will save the college even more money.

Furthermore, if in the future the colleges enrollments drops to a point where we no longer need the apartments, they can be easily sold. This would not happen if instead the college built an on-campus dorm.

Special commendations should go to Vice President Robert McKenna and to the Board of Trustees for their fine efforts in these areas. McKenna, and also the Board, were responsible for the contract negotiations that obtained the apartments. They negotiated the good price, and left the door open for the complex to be sold.

This purchase of the Apartments holds more benefits than just the monetary one, however. In the future, most freshmen will be housed on campus, giving them the opportunity to get more involved in the college. It also gives upperclassmen the off campus experience that grown with dormers, while still being in an educational environment.

The acquisition of the Almeida Courts shows that the College is taking positive steps to meet the upcoming challenges of the 80’s and to pose to all the problems of higher education. Although there will certainly be more problems in the future, this is one that the college will no longer need to worry about.

Letters to the Editor

Will the Quill Be Respected?

Dear Editor,

(If following is my personal opinion, please publish it.)

I have seen an improvement in this year’s Quill and its organization in the last few weeks. I believe that the Quill is forming a foundation for a great college newspaper, or at least trying to do so. However, your Feb. 22 issue has made me question the future integrity of the Quill and how it will be respected.

Concerning the Editorial Board’s article on the closed Student Senate meeting. I question you methods of gathering information, avoiding privacy, and your motives. First of all, on Sunday, Feb. 11 (not Feb. 12), the Senate held an open meeting with the Student Body to hear the opinions and concerns of any student wishing to contribute. The Senate later moved from the Business Office to the Student Senate Office to discuss the issue of the Dean of Students position. At this point. The Quill failed to show significant opposition to the closing of the Student Senate meeting. This was discussed concerns opinions and personalities of the candidates, but as far as I can see it was not mentioned the discussion, and in the interests of the integrity of the Senate, the Senate decided it would be best to close the meeting.

Your article, by taking minutes or notes of any discussion, the Senate closed itself into the mold of only. The Senate has difficulty in remembering its old business from work to work which is not in our minutes. I find it difficult to assume that any Senator has the capability to memorize so close to actual discussion to the extent it appeared in the Quill. The Quill stated that since more than half of the Senators will be up for re-election at the end of the year, the students have a right to know how the Senators voted. Why then, were all quotes and opinions of our body printed only those of senators who were there next year? Why did the article express only one side of the discussion which took place? At the meeting, each candidate was individually evaluated. Why, Editor, would you not release my suspicions and deny that a tape recorder was planted in the Student Senate Office? If your “reliable source close to the Senate” is human and you want its identity to be anonymous, you could still do so by denying the use of such tainted information, but you would not restore my faith in the Quill.

Sincerely,
Kimberly A. Butcher Chairperson of Dorn Government Food Committee

Not Publish

Dear Editor,

I wish to correct one statement in your “Faculty Profile” of me which appeared in the Feb. 22, 1979 issue. The article states that I have published a couple of short stories. Published.

My response was to help make three questions concerning whether I had ever had anything published was wrong. I said I was not sure, but I really came to receive favoritism from editors on a couple of stories.

I would appreciate your correct the mistakes on this point.

Thank you.

Yours Truly,

Norman D. Tinney, Jr.

Heart

Dear Editor,

I wish to note that RWC’s growth is about to lose what might be as a Dr. Hebert produces through a mental exercise would cause them to the student body’s paralyzation. On the other hand, the cause lies within the students. It is a group of faculty members, whose only claim to fame is the infinite void between their ears which is filled by the camel dung that pours from their mouths. But then, everyone knows that the faculty’s intellectual genius is made reticent by their corpulence. The most likely action to the students of RWC’s internal functioning, from the college’s point of view, is a state of eternal remission, rather than a typical faculty senate meeting. True?

If the cause does not lie within

Commentary

By Ben Carr

any of the four to six abusers they will be able to purchase the college’s enrollment drops to a point money in the future will save the college’s residence. for that since more than half of the Student Senate Treasurer have renamed the Almeida Courts to meet the oral’s problems may be generated:

The acquisition of the Almeida Courts shows that the College is taking positive steps to meet the upcoming challenges of the 80’s and to pose to all the problems of higher education. Although there will certainly be more problems in the future, this is one that the college will no longer need to worry about.

What is Causing the Problems?

Ah ha! The problems must be emanating from the faculty. It could be within the ranks of the pseudo- academics. They are the individuals who try like hell to be as grand as a Dr. Hebert. They have been through the residue that Dr. Hebert. The problems must be emanating from the faculty. It could be within the ranks of the pseudo-academics. They are the individuals who try like hell to be as grand as a Dr. Hebert. They have been through the residue that Dr. Hebert. The problems must be emanating from the faculty. It could be within the ranks of the pseudo-academics. They are the individuals who try like hell to be as grand as a Dr. Hebert. They have been through the residue that Dr. Hebert. The problems must be emanating from the faculty. It could be within the ranks of the pseudo-academics. They are the individuals who try like hell to be as grand as a Dr. Hebert. They have been through the residue that Dr. Hebert. The problems must be emanating from the faculty. It could be within the ranks of the pseudo-academics. They are the individuals who try like hell to be as grand as a Dr. Hebert. They have been through the residue that Dr. Hebert. The problems must be emanating from the faculty. It could be within the ranks of the pseudo-academics. They are the individuals who try like hell to be as grand as a Dr. Hebert. They have been through the residue that Dr. Hebert.
Coffee House

Ari da Capo: A Masterful Piece

By Jacqueline Morris

On February 23rd, I was privileged to attend a performance of Ari da Capo, written by John Flynn, and directed by Thom Miller. This was a successful one, not just in the sense of a critical success, but also as a commercial one. The audience was introduced to the characters of the play, and the performers were able to convey the humor and pathos of the story through their performances.

Fixing A Pothole

The pothole season is here again and you might notice the Rhode Island Department of Transportation has a new weapon with which to fight back. For years the state has been trying to cope with potholes by applying asphalt mixtures known as "cold patch," which wore away quickly and was apt to wash away in the first rain.

This year the department is filling potholes with hot patch right out of new portable storage tanks equipped with propane gas heating systems to keep the mix hot. The department has three hot patch machines.

Rocco DeLucca, assistant transportation director for maintenance, said today the new equipment already has proved its worth. He said some of the first hot patches the machines applied a month ago still are holding firm. With cold patch, the holes would have had to be repaired repeatedly, he said.

The machines were purchased by the state with federal grants. They cost just under $10,000 each.

SEXPLORATIONS

Question: Can V.D. be transmitted through toilet seats or oral sex?

Answer: Toilet seats, no. Oral sex, yes. Apphylia can be contracted during any direct contact with an infected area, which can include the mouth. Gonorrhea can be transmitted through direct contact, however, and usually strikes during genital contact. Genital contact with toilet seats does not count.

******

Question: What is the problem? The incredible guilt felt by masturbation. I'm sure my roommates aren't as innocent as she acts, and neither am I. But I've never heard anybody talking about it. What's the stigma caused by? It seems like a rather basic and understandable urge.

Answer: If you want to risk warts, blindness and pimplles throughout; though her purpose to me was unknown, perhaps for just that reason.

The play would not have been that successful without the fine choice of actors. Pat Hanley, who made her Coffeehouse debut Friday night, was quite convincing as the old woman in the sandbox, and Bob Anderson seemed to be a natural for the part.

I especially liked the choice of play here, as it dealt directly with the mind. Though the length of it left much to be desired, the point most definitely was gotten across.

Selich's Kitchen

1108 William St., Newport, R.I.

ECHILTED WINES, COLD BEER AND ICE

Closest Package Store to Aquidneck Hall.

Only 2 miles south on West Main Rd. (Rt.114), Middletown

LAZAR'S PACKAGE STORE

849-4747

Today's Specials

Gabriel's Kitchen

GRANT PLAZA, METACOM AVE.
WARREN 245-0212

Large variety of cold beers, wines and liquors.

Main Season is 'She Loves Me'

"She Loves Me," a musical (with a lot of music) written by Joe Masteroff will be performed in the Coffeehouse, and will be directed by Michael Ellison.

The story is set in the '30s. It's about a girl and a guy who work together, but don't get along. What they don't know, however, is that they are each other's pen pals in a lonely hearts club. and are getting married with each other!

Bob Ollie and Margaret General George have the main leads, with about twelve other supporting actors.

This main season starts on March 9th and runs through to the 17th. Admission is $2.00 for non-students and $1.00 for students. There will be a discount special posted throughout the student Center, so watch for them.

Carons Jewelry and Gift Shop

469 Hope St.
Bristol, R.I.

Telepone 253-9460

Expert Jewelry and Watch Repairing

SALADS

LESTER'S GULF

FOOD

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR AND FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

TIRES, BATTERIES & ACCESSORIES

Wrecker Service
SPORT CAR REPAIRS - L.I. FLAT, MGB, M.G.
R.L. Inspection Station 744

211 BROADWAY, NORTHAM, RHODE ISLAND 02853

LAZAR'S TEXACO

649 Hope St.
Bristol, R.I.

Telephone 253-9460

Expert Jewelry and Watch Repairing

NELLA'S KLOSET

JUNIOR APPAREL

418 Hope St.
Bristol

253-2740

MUSIC BOX

$1.00 off any LP or tape with this ad. Good until March 21.

Newport's largest selection of Records. R's, Posters & Shirts

Ticket agent for R.I. Concerts

Open til 9 P.M. MON - SAT. Sunday 11:5

160 Thames St. Newport

849-5511

Lazar's Package Store

Chilled Wines, Cold Beer and Ice

Closest Package Store to Aquidneck Hall.

Only 2 miles south on West Main Rd. (Rt.114), Middletown

WASHINGTON POST 

Hennessey's

849-4747

Hennessey's

108 William St., Newport, R.I.

THE CLUB

25¢ drafts

Thurs 2 for 1 Nite

ONE OF NEW ENGLAND'S BIGGEST SOUND SYSTEMS

AND BEING THE BEST IN CURRENT DISCO AND MODERN MUSIC

Wed. Live: ROCK AND ROLL

Fri. & Sat. - No Cover Charge with College ID

Proper Dress & Apos. ID Required. (no jeans)

THE DOUG

Downstairs - Join us our 5:30 Club

Free Beer or Wine - To Complement Your Meal

THE CLUB

Upstairs

Open All Night - Friday & Saturday

Open For Lunch - Serving A Variety of Soups, Salads and Sandwiches for the Heartly Appetite

Also: Hennessey's Clear Branded Super Beverages

Free Beer or Wine - To Complement Your Meal

Main Season is 'She Loves Me'
Imprint

Intramural B-Ball Stays Exciting

By Vernon Stafford

Three very exciting Intramural Basketball games were played this past week. In the first game Unit 1 continued winning. beating the Commuters 42-38. As the game began, between the only undefeated teams of the East Division, it appeared as if the Commuters would hold remain unbeaten. The Commuters came out shooting. The scoring was mixed pretty well for the commuters. The first half was lead by Bob Shaller, Bob Lewis and Ed Giannetti of the Commuters. At the end of the half the score was Commuters-26, Unit 1-14.

In the second half Unit 1 started cooking. With four minutes left in the game they tied the score. A minute later they made another basket for two more points. The Commuters then committed a foul. With a player from Unit 1 as the line for a one-and-one, they had a chance to gain four more points. The player converted the one-and-one giving Unit 1 a comfortable lead. The Commuters then scored baskets as the clock ran out.

RWC students will have an opportunity to participate in the 1979 Summer Session Program, which has been announced by Athletic Director Hector Massa.

The classes will start on March 5, and will run on eight weeks every Tuesday and Thursday. There will be four weeks of lessons held inside, with the remaining two weeks being held outside on a golf course. Golf Pro Bob Milne will be the instructor for the course. Equipment will be provided free by Massa for those who need it.

This is an excellent opportunity for any member of the college community to learn a great individual sport, and the fact that it is free should encourage quite a few people to turn out for this lesson," Massa said.

In the West Division, it appeared as if the first game Aquidneck defeated Ramada 38-37. The game was close all the way. Ramada, who was an early season favorite, has lost many key players. Nike, on the other hand, has been looking strong. With two postponed games, they have been idle for a while. However, the rest of their games will be important for a possible playoff berth. In the third game of the week Commuters defeated Aquidneck 67-58. Aquidneck, which was the only undefeated team in the West Division, was missing just one thing against the Commuters: height. This seems to be only weakness. Commuters, after losing to Unit 1, played this game as a totally different team. They were much more aggressive and alert. Lead by David (D.T) Thompson with 30 points and Bob Shaller with 13, the Commuters took charge of the game. Mark Sheppard, of the commuters, lead all scorers with 21 points.*

RWC students are now in the process of putting together a club football team. The main people involved are Scott Cameron, Jim Degnan, John Snyder and Will Blazin. The group has been working over a month to get things organized. They have a Board of Directors, Student Advisor, and a Faculty Advisor, and are now in the process of raising money, according to Snyder, who is "going real well." The club needs $10,000 to operate. "This goal can be reached, and can be reached much easier if the whole school gets involved and helps out," said Snyder.

Every student's parents will receive a letter asking for a donation, so we ask you to push for this. You can try your child, your student body and the school. Just plan on being in the stands cheering for RWC on school football game on Saturday with your friends - it could be a white out.

The team already has four games scheduled. "Please help us if you can in any manner, and also support the events that we have going. We hope to help contact myself or leave a message to Hector Massa for me," Snyder said.

Forest makes B-Ball Stay Exciting

For most of the season, the Bobcats have been the top team in the Intramural Basketball West Division. Forest has a young and talented team. The Bobcats have a solid group of players that are working hard to perfect their skills.

With four games remaining, the Bobcats are poised to continue their winning streak. Their next game is against the Commuters, who have struggled to keep up with the Bobcats' intensity.

The Bobcats have been led by standout players such as John Smith, who consistentlyscores the highest points for the team. Smith has been a key factor in the team's success, and his leadership has been invaluable.

In their most recent game, the Bobcats defeated the Commuters 62-48. The team's defense was key in their victory, holding the Commuters to just 48 points. Smith scored 21 points, leading the team, while the rest of the starters contributed to the team's overall performance.

The Bobcats are currently tied for first place in the Intramural Basketball West Division, with a record of 8-2. With their upcoming game against the Commuters, the Bobcats will be looking to maintain their top position in the division.

The Bobcats are a team to watch as they continue to compete in the Intramural Basketball season. With their strong defense and potent offense, they are well-positioned for continued success.
**Personals**

**FTV:** Give the girls a break, sleep in your own room. **Love, Mom.**

**Stein:** Girls got you caught up? Your roommates are happily married!

**RM:** Teddy bears and cowboy hats just don't go together! From us.

**Jemini and Ribbles:** Write now else. We're gonna getcha. Prepare for the end. This is not a threat.

**La, Beth, Marina, Mary Anne:**

**J.B.:** "This One's For You...", B. Manifold and Friends.

**Heineken, Heineken, Heineken:** (Sure is better than Bud! Wouldn't you agree?"

**DD:** Tomorrow, tomorrow, I'll love you tomorrow, it's only a day away. Unit 11.

**Hi FJ:** Since when did 12-2 become 12-4? STAMINA I getcha! Wanted: One shackled, overweight seems not apply. Application and personal interviews taken in Unit 11.

**Dear Betsy:** Hope you had a memorable weekend, wherever you were. Signed, Wondering.

**Hi Li:** You now have the stamp of approval from Scarlet Keller. By the way, are you a hemophiliac?

**Hi Octane:** Heard of any good sucktails lately?

**Nanook:** The Scarlet Letters are out to get you.

**DMC and BIG:** On your mark, get set, go! KIR

**Will Someone Tell Truly:** "I love you?" I am in London, and miss her lots. Address is T. Foster, 48 Yale Avenue, Providence, RI. 02908.

**Thanks, Carol.**

**Sundance Kid:** Miss you terribly. Ever since.

**Octane:** This is not a threat, it's only a day away.

**We're gonna getcha.**

**To RPM and ADN:** Thanks for the visit! Please come again. A and J

**Ed C.:** Who's the Hoover Vacuum? Your Friends

**Hey Waddles:** Who's your hairdresser? KS - I never met it. How was I to know she would walk in let - SL.

**Peaches:** Apples in June are fine, but donuts on the Third Floor...ah!

**Whisoole:** The Marines are looking for a few good Jane's. The few, the proud, the Marines.

---

**College Ring Sale!**

$95

**SAVE $20**

**College Ring Sale!**

**FREE OPTIONS FOR MEN'S RINGS**

- Engraving
- Pedant
- Diamond Panel
- Feet Cut
- Engraving

**FREE OPTIONS FOR WOMEN'S RINGS**

- Engraving
- Feet Cut
- Genuine Stones
- Engraving
- Diamond Panel

**ARTCARVED**

**COLLEGE RINGS**

Say a lot about yourself without saying a word.

**Final Day Sale!**

**DATE:** March 12

**TIME:** 10-2

**PLACE:** FRONT OF BOOKSTORE

**DEPOSIT:** $10

**You get your choice of the free options shown above, and save money.**

Take advantage of this great sale on highest quality college rings. See them now. Order yours today.

**DEPOSIT REQUIRED. ASK ABOUT MASTERCARD OR VISA**

**See the Artcarved Representative**

*Savings vary slightly from style to style.*